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1. Introduction
Estimating the position of a mobile robot in a real environment is taken into account as one
of the most challenging topics in the recent literature (Fox et al., 2000). This problem can be
usually explored in two ways. Firstly, a mobile robot should be able to have knowledge
about its current position. The Dead-reckoning of a mobile robot may be used to update the
position of the robot assuming the initial position is known. However, the encoders of a
robot cannot provide precise measurements and, therefore, the position obtained by this
way is not reliable. To achieve more accurate approximation of a robot’s position,
measurements obtained by sensors set on a robot are used to correct the information
provided by the encoders. If the mapping of a physical environment is known, the abovementioned procedure can be easily accomplished by using some well-known approaches
such as Kalman filtering (Kalman & Bucy, 1961) to localize the exact position of a mobile
robot (Siegwart & Nourbakhsh, 2004). However, when there is not any knowledge about the
map, mapping and localization should be conducted simultaneously. The aforementioned
topic is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) in the literature
(Howard, 2005).
In many applications, one may intend to localize other robots’ position via a reference robot.
Robot soccer problems or people tracking scenarios can be fallen in the pre-mentioned
category. Although this problem appears similar to the common localization algorithms, the
traditional approaches can not be used because the reference robot does not access to the
odometry data of each mobile robot used in localization algorithms to predict the future
position of the robot. This issue may be completely perceivable in the people tracking
scenario because there is not any information about the movement of people. In this case,
some models should be proposed to represent the movement of each object. By defining a
suitable motion model for each target and using measurements provided by a reference
robot about the current position of the moving object, a linear/nonlinear state space model
is constructed representing the movement of each object.
The above-discussed topic can be fallen in the category of target tracking problems where
the final aim is defined as tracking the position of a mobile object by a reference sensor.
Because of inaccurate data obtained by sensors and uncertain motion models which may not
provide reliable prediction of an object’s movement, filtering algorithms are used to extract
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the position of a mobile target. Kalman filtering has been the first method applied to the
field of target tracking. However, the Kalman method and, even, its generalized form
known as extended Kalman filter (EKF) (Anderson & Moore, 1979) do not provide reliable
results for nonlinear state space models. This problem is very common in tracking
applications where the sensor algebraic equations are usually nonlinear towards the
position of a target. To remedy the above problems, nonlinear filtering using the particle
filter algorithm has been proposed (Gordon et al., 1993), (Doucet et al., 2001). Particle
filtering has been extensively applied to many real themes such as aircraft tracking (Ristic et
al., 2004), target detection/tracking (Ng et al., 2004), navigation (Gustafsson et al., 2002),
training artificial neural networks (Freitas 1999), control (Andrieu et al., 2004), etc. Besides
the ease of use, particle filter algorithms lead to much more accurate results than kalman
based approaches. Recently, the combination of particle and Kalman filtering has been also
applied to many tracking applications, specially, when some parameters of a motion model
may be also estimated beside the position of a target (Sarkka et al., 2005).
Multiple robot tracking is another attractive issue in the field of mobile robotics. This area
can be imagined as a generalized type of the common tracking problem. In other words, a
reference robot should localize other robots/agents position based on information obtained
by sensors. To do so, measurements should be associated to the appropriate target.
Moreover, some measurements may have been received from unwanted targets usually
known as clutters. The combination of the data association concept and common filtering
approaches has been used in the literature as the joint probability data association filter
(JPDAF) algorithm (Vermaak et al., 2005). This algorithm has been greatly used in many
applications such as multiple target tracking (Li et al., 2007), (Fortman et al., 1983), people
tracking (Schulz et al., 2003), and security planning (Oh et al., 2004). However, in the field of
multiple robot tracking, no comprehensive work has been done and many problems are yet
open. For example, unlike the traditional multiple target tracking scenarios in which sensors
may be assumed to be fixed or conduct an independent movement, a reference robot can
make an organized movement to track other robots position much more precisely. In other
words, the motion of a reference robot must be planned so that the robot can track other
robots much better. Although this case has been discussed in the literature as observer
trajectory planning (OTP) (Singh et al., 2007), proposed approaches are usually
implemented in an offline mode. This problem may not be so desirable in multiple robot
tracking scenarios where a reference robot should localize other robots simultaneously.
In this paper, some improvements are made on the traditional JPDAF algorithm for multiple
robot tracking applications. To provide a better representation of a robot’s movement,
different motion models proposed in the literature are used to evaluate the efficiency of
tracking. Moreover, a new fuzzy controller is proposed to find an optimal trajectory for the
movement of the reference robot. It will be shown that this fuzzy controller minimizes the
sum of distances between the reference robot and other mobile objects.
To maintain all of above-mentioned topics, this paper is organized as follows. Section 1
deals with the general theory of the JPDAF algorithm. The particle filter algorithm and the
concept of data association will be covered in this section. Section 3 discusses the JPDAF
algorithm for multiple robot tracking. In this section of the paper, different motion models
describing the movement of a mobile robot are represented. Section 4 is devoted to present
fuzzy logic controller for optimal observer trajectory planning. This section proposes a fuzzy
controller which can join with the JPDAF algorithm to enhance the quality of tracking.
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Simulation results confirming the superiority of our proposed algorithm are provided in
section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2. The JPDAF algorithm for multiple target tracking
In this section, the JPDAF algorithm considered as the most widely and successful strategy
for multi-target tracking under data association uncertainty is presented. The Monte Carlo
version of the JPDAF algorithm uses the common particle filter approach to estimate the
posterior density function of states given measurements p(xt | y1:t ) . Now, consider the
problem of tracking N objects. x tk denotes the state of these objects at time t where k=1,2,..,N
is the target number. Furthermore, the movement of each target can be described in a
general nonlinear state space model as follows:
xt +1 = f (xt ) + v t

(1-1)

y t = g (xt ) + w t

(1-2)

where v t and w t are white noises with the covariance matrixes Q and R, respectively. Also,
in the above equation, f and g are the general nonlinear functions representing the
dynamical behavior of the target and the sensor model. The aim of the JPDAF algorithm is
to update the marginal filtering distribution for each target p (xtk | y1:t ) , k=1,2,..,N, instead of
computing the joint filtering distribution p ( Xt | y1:t ) , X t = x1t ,..., x tN . To compute the above
distribution function, some remarks should be first noted as
1. That how to assign each target state to a measurement is crucial. Indeed, at each time
step the sensor provides a set of measurements. The source of these measurements can
be the targets or the disturbances also known as clutters. Therefore, a special procedure
is needed to assign each target to its associated measurement. This procedure is
designated as Data Association considered as a key stage of the JPDAF algorithm which
is described in next sections.
2. Because the JPDAF algorithm updates the estimated states sequentially, a recursive
solution should be applied to update the states at each sample time. Traditionally,
Kalman filtering has been a strong tool for recursively estimating the states of the
targets in the multi-target tracking scenario. Recently, particle filters joint with the data
association strategy have provided better estimations, specially, when the sensor model
is nonlinear.
With regard to the above points, the following sections describe how particle filters
paralleled with the data association concept can deal with the multi-target tracking problem.
2.1 The particle filter for online state estimation
Consider the problem of online state estimation as computing the posterior probability
density function p (xtk | y1:t ) . To provide a recursive formulation for computing the above
density function, the following stages are presented:
1. Prediction stage: the prediction step is proceeded independently for each target as
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p(xtk | y1:t −1 ) =

∫ p(xt | xt −1) p(xt −1 | y1:t −1)dxt −1
k

k

k

k

(2)

x tk−1

2.

Update stage: this step can be also described as follows:

p(x tk | y1:t ) ∝ p (yt | x tk ) p (x tk | y1:t −1 )

(3)

The particle filter algorithm estimates the probability distribution density function
p(xtk | y1:t −1 ) by sampling from a specific distribution function as follows:
p (xtk | y1:t −1 ) =

N

∑ w~tiδ (xt − xit )

(4)

i =1

~ is the normalized importance weight and δ (.) is
Here i=1,2,...,N is the sample number, w
t

the delta dirac function. In the above equation, the state xit is sampled from the proposal
density function q (xtk | xtk−1, y1:t ) . By substituting the above equation in (2) and the fact that
states are drawn from the proposal function q, the recursive equation for the prediction step
can be written as follows:

α ti = α ti−1

p (xtk | xtk−,i1 )

(5)

q (xtk | xtk−,i1, y1:t )

where xtk−,i1 is the ith sample of xtk−1 . Now, by using (3) the update stage can be expressed as a
recursive adjustment of importance weights as follows:
w it = α ti p( y t | xtk )

(6)

By repeating the above procedure at each time step, the sequential importance sampling
(SIS) algorithm for online state estimation is presented as below:
1.

For i=1: N initialize the states xi0 , prediction weights α 0i and importance weights w0i .

2.

At each time step t proceed the following stages:
a. Sample states from the proposal density function as follows:
xit ~ q (xt | xit −1, y1:t )

b.
c.
d.

Update prediction weights by (5).
Update importance weights by (6).
Normalize importance weights as follows:

~i =
w
t

wti
N

∑ wti
i =1

3.

(7)

Set t=t+1 and go to 2.

Table. 1. The SIS Algorithm
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For the sake of simplicity, the index k has been eliminated in Table 1. The main failure of the
SIS algorithm is the degeneracy problem. That is, after a few iterations one of the
normalized importance ratios tends to 1, while the remaining ratios tend to zero. This
problem causes the variance of the importance weights to increase stochastically over time
(Del Moral et al., 2006). To avoid the degeneracy of the SIS algorithm, a selection
(resampling) stage may be used to eliminate samples with low importance weights and
multiply samples with high importance weights. There are many approaches to implement
the resampling stage (Del Moral et al., 2006). Among them, the residual resampling provides
a straightforward strategy to solve the degeneracy problem in the SIS algorithm. By
combining the concept of residual resampling with the SIS algorithm presented before, the
SIR algorithm is described in Table 2.
1.

For i=1: N initialize the states xi0 , prediction weights α 0i and importance weights w0i .

2.

At each time step t do the following stages:
a.

Do the SIS algorithm to sample states xit and compute normalized importance
~i .
weights w
t

b.

Check the resampling criterion:
i. If N eff > thresh , follow the SIS algorithm Else:
ii.

Implement the residual resampling stage to multiply/suppress xit with
high/low importance weights.

3.

~i = 1 .
iii. Set the new normalized importance weights as w
t
N
Set t=t+1 and go to 2.

Table. 2. The SIR Algorithm
In the above algorithm, N eff is a criterion checking the degeneracy problem which can be
written as:

N eff =

1
N

∑

(9)

~i )2
(w
t

i =1

In (Freitas 1999), a comprehensive discussion has been made on how one can implement the
residual resampling stage.
Besides the SIR algorithm, some other approaches have been proposed in the literature to
enhance the quality of the SIR algorithm such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo particle filters,
Hybrid SIR and auxiliary particle filters (Freitas 1999). Although these methods are more
accurate than the common SIR algorithm, some other problems such as the computational
cost are the most significant reasons that, in many real time applications such as online
tracking, the traditional SIR algorithm is applied to recursive state estimation.
2.2 Data association
In the last section, the SIR algorithm was presented for online state estimation. However, the
major problem of the proposed algorithm is how to compute the likelihood
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function p(y t | xtk ) . To do so, an association should be made between measurements and
targets. Generally, two types of association may be defined as follows:
Definition 1: we will denote a target to measurement association ( T → M ) by
~
r , m , m } where ~
λ = {~
r = {~
r ,..., ~
r } and ~
r is defined as:
c

T

1

K

k

⎧⎪ 0
If the k th t arg et is not det ected
~
(10)
rk = ⎨
⎪⎩ j f the k th t arg et has generated the j th measurement
where j=1,2,...,m and m is the number of measurements at each time step and k=1,2,..,K
which K is the number of targets.
Definition 2: in a similar fashion, the measurement to target association ( M → T ) is defined
as λ = {r , mc , mT } where r = {r1,..., rm } and r j is defined as follows:
⎧⎪0
If the j th measurement is not associated
~
rj = ⎨
(11)
if the j th measurement is associated to the k th t arg et
⎪⎩ k
In both above equations, mT is the number of measurements due to the targets and mc is

the number of clutters. It is very easy to show that both definitions are equivalent but the
dimension of the target to measurement association is less than the measurement to target
association dimension. Therefore, in this paper, the target to measurement association is
used. Now, the likelihood function for each target can be written as
p(y t | xtk ) = β 0 +

m

∑ β i p(y it | xtk )

(12)

i =1

In the above equation, β is defined as the probability that the ith measurement is assigned
i

to the k th target. Therefore, β i can be written as the following equation:

β i = p(~
rk = i | y1:t )

(13)

Before describing how to compute the above equation, the following definition is
represented:
~
Definition 3: we define the set λ as all possible assignments which can be made between
measurements and targets. For example, consider a 3-target tracking problem. Assume that
the following associations are recognized between targets and measurements:
~
r1 = {1,2}, r2 = {3}, r3 = {0} . Now, the set λ can be shown in Table 3.
Target 1
0
0
1
1
2
2

Target 2
0
3
0
3
0
3

Target 3
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table. 3. All possible associations between the targets and measurements for example 1
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In Table 3, 0 means that the target has not been detected. By using the above definition, (11)
can be rewritten as

p(~
rk = i | y1:t ) =

∑ p(λt | y1:t )
~ ~
~

~

(14)

λt ∈Λ t , rk = j

The right side of the above equation is written as follows:
~
~
~
~
~
p (y t | y1:t −1, λt ) p (y1:t −1, λt )
p(λt | y1:t ) =
= p(y t | y1:t −1, λt ) p(λt )
p (y1:t )

(15)

~
In the above equation, we have used the fact that the association vector λt is not dependent
on the history of measurements. Each of density functions in the right hand side of the
above equation can be computed as follows:

~
1. p(λt )
The above density function can be written as

~
p(λt ) = p (~
rt , mc , mT ) = p( ~
rt | mc , mT ) p( mc ) p (mT )

(16)

The computation of each density function in the right hand side of the above equation is
straightforward and can be found in (Freitas 1999).

~
2. p (y t | y1:t −1, λt )
Because targets are assumed to be independent, the above density function can be written as
follows:
j
~
p(y t | y1:t −1, λt ) = (Vmax ) − mc Π j∈Γ p rt (y tj | y1:t −1 )

(16)

where Vmax is the maximum volume in the line of sight of sensors, Γ is the set of all valid
j

measurement to target associations and p rt (y tj | y1:t −1 ) is the predictive likelihood for the
(rt j )th target. Now, consider rt j = k . The predictive likelihood function for the k th target can

be written as follows:

∫

p k (y tj | y1:t −1 ) = p (y tj | xtk ) p (xtk | y1:t −1 )dxtk

(17)

Both density functions in the right hand side of the above equation are estimated using the
samples drawn from the proposal density function. However, the main problem is how to
determine the association between measurements y t and targets. To do so, the soft gating
method is proposed in Table 4.
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1.

Consider xti , k , i=1,2,..,N, as the samples drawn from the proposal density function.

2.

For j=1:m do the following steps for the j th measurement:
a.
For k=1:K do the following steps:
i.

Compute μ kj as follows:
N

μ kj = ∑ α~ti, k g ( xti , k )

(18)

i =1

Where g is the sensor model and α~tk is the normalized weight as presented
in the SIR algorithm.
ii.

Compute σ kj by the following equation:

(

N

)(

σ kj = R + ∑ α~ti , k g (xti , k ) − μ kj g (xti, k ) − μ kj

)

T

(19)

i =1

iii. Compute the distance to the j th target as follows:
d 2j =

iv.
3.

1 j
(y t − μ kj )T (σ kj ) −1 (y tj − μ kj )
2

(20)

If d 2j < ε , assign the j th measurement to the k th target.

b.
End of the loop for k.
End of the loop for j.

Table. 4. Soft gating for data association
It is easy to show that the predictive likelihood function presented in (16) can be
approximated as follows:
p k (y tj | y1:t −1 ) ≈ N ( μ k ,σ k )

(21)

where N ( μ k ,σ k ) is a normal distribution with mean μ k and the covariance matrix σ k . By
computing the predictive likelihood function, the likelihood density function can be easily
estimated. In the next subsection, the JPDAF algorithm is presented for multi-target
tracking.
2.3 The JPDAF algorithm
The mathematical foundations of the JPDAF algorithm were discussed in the last sections.
Now, we are ready to propose the full JPDAF algorithm for the problem of multiple target
tracking. To do so, each target is characterized by a dynamical model introduced by (1). The
JPDAF algorithm is, therefore, presented in Table 5.
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Initialization: initialize states for each target as xi0, k where i=1,2,..,N and k=1,2,...,K,
the predictive importance weights α 0i , k importance weights w0i , k .

2.

At each time step t proceed through the following stages:
a. For k=1:K conduct the following procedures for each target:
i. For i=1:N do the following steps:
ii. Sample the new states from the proposal density function as follows:

xti , k ~ q (xt | xti ,−k1, y1:t )

(22)

iii. Update the predictive importance weights as

α ti, k = α ti−, k1

p (xti , k | xti ,−k1 )

(23)

q (xti , k | xti ,−k1, y1:t )

Then, normalize the predictive importance weights.
iv. Use the sampled states and new observations y t to constitute the association
vector for each target as R k = { j | 0 ≤ j ≤ m, y j → k} where ( → k ) refers to the

v.

association between the k th target and the j th measurement. Use the soft
gating procedure described in the last subsection to compute each
association.
~
Constitute all possible associations for the targets and make the set Γ as
described in Definition 3.

vi. Use (13) and compute β l for each measurement where l=1,2,..,m and m is the
number of measurements.
vii. By using (10) compute the likelihood ratio for each target as p (y t | xti , k ) .
viii. Compute importance weights and normalize them as follows:

~i,k =
wti , k = α ti , k p (y t | xti , k ), w
t

wti , k
N

∑

(24)

wti , k

i =1

ix.

3.

Implement the resampling stage. To do so, do the similar procedure
described in the SIR algorithm. Afterwards, for each target the resampled
states can be presented as follows:
~ i , k , xi , k } → { 1 , x m (i ), k }
{w
(25)
t
t
t
N
b. End of the loop for k.
Set t=t+1 and go to step 2.

Table. 5. The JPDAF algorithm for multiple target tracking
The above algorithm can be used to deal with the multi-target tracking scenario. In the next
section, we show how the JPDAF algorithm can be used for multiple robot tracking. In
addition, some well-known motion models are presented to track the motion of a mobile
robot.
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3. The JPDAF algorithm for multiple robot tracking
In the last section, the JPDAF algorithm was completely discussed. Now, we want to use the
JPDAF algorithm for the problem of multiple robot tracking. To do so, consider a simple 2wheel differential mobile robot, Fig. 1, whose dynamical model is represented as follows:

Fig. 1. A 2-wheel differential mobile robot
xt +1 = xt +

Δsr + Δsl
Δs − Δsl
cos(θt + r
)
2
2b

yt +1 = yt +

Δsr + Δsl
Δs − Δsl
sin(θt + r
)
2
2b

θt +1 = θt +

Δsr − Δsl
b

(26)

where [ xt , yt ] is the position of the robot, θt is the angle of the robot's head, Δsr and Δsl are
the distances travelled by each wheel, and b refers to the distance between two wheels of the
robot. The above equation describes a simple model presenting the motion of a differential
mobile robot. For a single mobile robot localization problem, the most straightforward way
is to use this model and the data collected from the sensors set on the left and right wheels
measuring Δsr and Δsl at each time step. But, the above method does not lead to the
suitable results because the data gathered from the sensors are dotted with the additive
noise and, therefore, the estimated trajectory does not match the actual trajectory. To
remedy this problem, measurements obtained from the sensors are used to modify the
estimated states. Therefore, Kalman and particle filters have been greatly applied to the
problem of mobile robot localization (Siegwart & Nourbakhsh, 2004). Now, consider the
case in which the position of other robots should be identified by a reference robot. In this
situation, the dynamical model discussed previously is not applicable because the reference
robot does not have any access to the internal sensors of other robots such as the sensors
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measuring the movement of each wheel. Therefore, a motion model should be first defined
for the movement of each mobile robot. The simplest model is a near constant velocity
model presented as follows:

Xt +1 = AXt + But
Xt = [ xt , x$t , yt , y$t ]

(27)

where the system matrixes are defined as
⎛ 1 Ts
⎜
⎜0 1
A=⎜
⎜0 0
⎜0 0
⎝

⎛ Ts2
⎜
0⎞
⎜ 2
⎟
0 0⎟
⎜T
,B=⎜ s
⎟
1 Ts ⎟
⎜ 0
⎜
0 1 ⎟⎠
⎜ 0
⎝
0

⎞
0 ⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
Ts2 ⎟
2 ⎟
Ts ⎟⎠

(28)

where Ts refers to the sample time. In the above equations, ut is a white noise with zero
mean and an arbitrary covariance matrix. Because the model is supposed to be a near
constant velocity model, the covariance of the additive noise should not be so large. Indeed,
this model is suitable for the movement of targets with a constant velocity which is common
in many applications such as aircraft path tracking and people tracking.
The movement of a mobile robot can be described by the above model in many conditions.
However, in some special cases the robots' movement can not be characterized by a simple
near constant velocity model. For example, in a robot soccer problem, the robots may
conduct a manoeuvring movement to reach a special target such as a ball. In these cases, the
robot changes its orientation by varying input forces imposed to the right and left wheels.
Therefore, the motion trajectory of the robot is so complex that an elementary constant
velocity model may not result in satisfactory responses. To overcome the mentioned
problem, the variable velocity model is proposed. The key idea behind this model is using
the robot's acceleration as another state variable which should be estimated as well as the
velocity and position of the robot. Therefore, the new state vector is defined as
Xt = [ xt , x$t , atx , yt , y$t , aty ] where atx , aty are the robot's acceleration along with the x and y axis,

respectively. Now, the near constant acceleration model can be written similar to what
mentioned in (27), except for the system matrixes which are defined as follows (Ikoma et
all., 2001):

⎛1
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
A=⎜
⎜0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎝

0 Ts 0
1 0 Ts
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

a1
0
⎛ b1 0 ⎞
⎞
⎟
⎜
⎟
a1 ⎟
0
⎜ 0 b1 ⎟
⎜b
⎟
a2
0
0⎟
⎟
⎟, B = ⎜ 2
⎜ 0 b2 ⎟
a2 ⎟
0
⎟
⎜
⎟
exp(−Ts )
0
⎜ b3 0 ⎟
⎟
⎜0 b ⎟
0
exp(−Ts ) ⎟⎠
3⎠
⎝

where the constants of the above equation are defined as
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1
(1 − exp(−cTs ) ), a2 = b3 , b2 = 1 (Ts − a2 )
c
c
⎞
1⎛T2
a1 = b2 , b1 = ⎜ s − a1 ⎟
⎟
c ⎜⎝ 2
⎠

b3 =

(31)

In the above equation, c is a constant value. The above model can be used to track the
motion trajectory of a manoeuvring object, such as the movement of a mobile robot.
Moreover, using the results of the proposed models can enhance the performance of
tracking. This idea can be presented as follows:
~
~
~
Xt = αXta + (1 − α ) Xtv

(32)

~
~
where Xta and Xtv are the estimation of the near constant acceleration and near constant

velocity model, respectively, and α is a number between 0 and 1. To adjust α , an adaptive
method is used considering the number of measurements assigned to targets when each
model is used separately. That is, more the number of measurements is assigned to targets
by each model, the larger value is chosen for α .
Besides the above approaches, some other methods have been proposed to deal with
tracking of manoeuvring objects such as Interactive Multiple Mode (IMM) filters (Pitre et al.,
2005). However, these methods are applied to track the movement of objects with sudden
manoeuvring movement which is common in aircrafts. In the mobile robots scenario, the
robot's motion is not so erratic that the above method is necessary. Therefore, the near
constant velocity model, near constant acceleration model or a combination of the proposed
models can be considered as the most suitable structures which can be used to represent the
dynamical model of a mobile robot. Afterwards, the JPDAF algorithm can be easily applied
to the multi-robot tracking problem.

4. A fuzzy controller for optimal observer trajectory planning
In this section, a novel fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is proposed to maintain a better tracking
quality for the multi-robot tracking problem. Indeed, the major motivation of using a
moving platform for the reference robot is some weaknesses in the traditional multiple
target tracking scenarios in which sensors were assumed to be fixed or conduct an
independent movement from mobile targets. The most important weaknesses found in
recent approaches are:
•
Generally, the variance of the additive noise of sensors increases when the distance
between each sensor and mobile targets increases. Consequently, the quality of tracking
will decrease if the position of the sensor or reference robot is fixed.
•
If the position of the reference robot is assumed to be fixed, targets may exit the
reference robot’s field of view and, therefore, the reference robot will lose other robots’
position.
•
In some applications, the reference robot may be required to track a special target. This
problem is common in some topics such as the robot rescue or security planning, when
the reference robot should follow the movement of an individual. The traditional
approaches are not flexible enough to be applied for the path/trajectory following
problem.
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•

Switching between trajectory tracking and path following is either impossible or very
hard and time consuming when traditional approaches are used, when the reference
robot is fixed or its movement is independent from other robots’ movement.
To remedy aforementioned flaws, a novel strategy is proposed to provide a trajectory for the
reference robot dependent on other targets’ movement. To obtain an optimal solution, the
following cost function is defined for the trajectory planning problem:
n

R=

∑ (ri )2
i =1

n
n

Φ=

(33)

∑ (ϕi )2
i =1

n

where ri is the distance between the i th target and reference robot and ϕi is the angle between
the i th target and reference robot in the local coordination of the reference robot (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Position of targets in the reference robot’s coordination
The major reason for defining the above cost function is that, by this way, the reference
robot maintains its minimal distance to all targets and, thus, the performance of the target
tracking is improved. In other words, when the reference robot is placed in a position whose
sum of distances to other robots is minimal, the effect of the additive noise dependent on the
distance between targets and the reference robot is also minimized. Therefore, the trajectory
planning problem is defined as a method causing the reference robot to move along a
suitable path minimizing the pre-mentioned cost function.
In order to execute the aforementioned trajectory planning problem, a robust fuzzy
controller is used. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed fuzzy controller. In
design of fuzzy logic controllers, we use the Mamdani type of the fuzzy control containing
fuzzification and defuzzification stages and, also, a rule base. The task of the fuzzy
controller is to have the reference robot follow the above-discussed optimal trajectory
smoothly and, of course, precisely. In this paper, we use an FLC based on kinematical model
of the robot.
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Fig. 3. A block diagram of represented fuzzy controller
After testing various number of membership functions for input variables R, Φ , the best
fuzzy system for the angular velocity control is designed with seven triangular membership
functions. Although there is no restriction on the general form of membership functions, we
choose the piecewise linear description (Fig. 4 & Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Membership functions of input fuzzy sets of fuzzy controllers

Fig. 5. Membership functions of output fuzzy sets of fuzzy controllers
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Big
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Zero
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The second step in designing an FLC is the fuzzy inference mechanism. The knowledge base
of the angular and linear velocity of fuzzy controllers consists of the rules described in Table
6 & Table 7.
Φ

Ω7

ω6

Ω5

Z

nω5

nω6

nω7

Zero

Ω6

ω5

Ω4

Z

nω4

nω5

nω6

Close

Ω5

ω4

Ω3

Z

nω3

nω4

nω5

Near

Ω4

ω3

Ω2

Z

nω2

nω3

nω4

Far

Ω3

ω2

Ω1

Z

nω1

nω2

nω3

very_Far

R

Table. 6. The fuzzy rule base for the angular velocity fuzzy controller
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Zero
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nBig

Φ

V1

V2

V3

V4

V3

V2

V1

Zero

V2

V3

V4

V5

V4

V3

V2

Close

V3

V4

V5

V6

V5

V4

V3

Near

V4

V5

V6

V7

V6

V5

V4

Far

V5

V6

V7

V8

V7

V6

V5

very_Far

R

Table. 7. The fuzzy rule base for the linear velocity fuzzy controller
In this application, an algebraic product is used for all of the t-norm operators, max is used
for all of the s-norm, as well as individual-rule based inference with union combination and
mamdani’s product implication . Product inference engine is defined as

⎡
⎤
⎛
⎞⎥
n
⎢
μ B′ ( y ) = max
sup ⎜ μ A′ ( x) ∏ μ A ( xi ) μ B ( y ) ⎟ ⎥
l =1 ⎢ x∈U ⎜
i =1
⎟
⎝
⎠⎥
⎢
⎣
⎦
M

l

i

l

(34)

There are many alternatives to perform the defuzzification stage. The strategy adopted here
is the Center Average defuzzification method. This method is simple and very quick and
can be implemented by (Wang 1997)
M

∑y w
l

y∗ =

l

l =1
M

∑w
l =1

l

where y l is the center of th l th fuzzy set and wl is its heigh.
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The above procedures provide a strong tool for designing a suitable controller for the
reference robot leading to a better tracking performance. The next section shows how this
approach enhances the accuaracy of tracking.

5. Simulation results
To evaluate the efficiency of the JPDAF algorithm, a 3- robot tracking scenario is designed.
Fig. 6 shows the initial position of the reference and target robots. To prepare the scenario
and implement the simulations, parameters are first determined for the mobile robots’
structure and simulation environment by Table 8. Now, the following experiments are
conducted to evaluate the performance of the JPDAF algorithm in various situations.
Parameters
vl

Description
The robot’s left wheel speed

vr

b
ns

The robot’s right wheel speed
The distance between the robot’s wheels
Number of sensors placed on each robot

Rmax

Maximum range of simulation environment

Qs

The covariance matrix of the sensors’ noise

ts

Sample time for simulation

tmax

Maximum running time for the simulation

Table. 8. Simulation parameters

Fig. 6. The generated trajectory for mobile robots in a simulated environment
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5.1 Local tracking for manoeuvring movement and the fixed reference robot
To design a suitable scenario, the speed of each robot’s wheel is determined by Table 3. The
initial position of the reference robot is set in [0, 0, 0]. Moreover, other robots’ position is
assumed to be [2, 2, π ], [1, 3,

π

], [1, 9,

π

], respectively. To run the simulation, sample time
3
4
ts and maximum running time are also set in 1s and 200s, respectively. To consider the

uncertainty in measurements provided by sensors, a Gaussian noise with zero mean and the
0 ⎞
⎛ .2
covariance matrix ⎜⎜
−4 ⎟⎟ is added to measurements obtained by sensors. After
⎝ 0 5 × 10 ⎠
simulating the above-mentioned 3-robot scenario with aforementioned parameters, the
generated trajectories can be observed in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Generated trajectories for multi-robot tracking scenario
Now, we are ready to implement the JPDAF algorithm discussed before. First, a JPDAF
algorithm with 500 particles is used to track the each target’s movement. To compare the
efficiency of each motion model described in section 3, simulations are done for different
motion models. Fig. 8 shows the tracking results for various models and targets. To provide
a better view to the accuracy of each approach, Table 9 and Table 10 present the tracking
error for each model where the following criterion is used to compute the error:
t max

ez =

∑ (zt − ~zt )2
t =1

tmax

, zt = {xt , yt }

(35)

From Tables, it is obvious that the combined model has resulted in a better performance
than other motion models. Indeed, near constant velocity and acceleration models do not
provide similar results during the simulation and, therefore, the combined model mixing
results obtained from each model has led to much better performance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 8. Tracking results using the JPDAF algorithm with 500 particles for all robots
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Robot Number
1
2
3

Const. Velocity
0.002329
0.003494
0.005642

Const. Acceleration
0.006355
0.003602
0.005585
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Combined Model
0.002549
0.001691
0.002716

Table. 9. Tracking errors of estimating xt for various motion models
Robot Number
1
2
3

Const. Velocity
0.005834
0.016383
0.011708

Const. Acceleration
0.006066
0.009528
0.012067

Combined Model
0.003755
0.007546
0.006446

Table. 10. Tracking errors of estimating yt for various motion models
5.2 Local tracking using a mobile reference robot
Now, we apply the control strategy presented in section 4 for finding an optimal trajectory
for the reference robot. To implement the simulation, the reference robot is placed at [0, 0]. A
fuzzy controller with two outputs is designed to find the linear and angular velocity of the
reference robot. Simulations are conducted with parameters similar to ones defined in the
last section. Moreover, to consider the effect of the distance between sensors and targets, the
covariance of the additive noise is varied by changing the distance. Fig. 9 explains how we
have modelled the uncertainty in measurements received by sensors.
After running the simulation for 400s, the fuzzy controller finds a trajectory for the mobile
robot. Fig. 10 shows the obtained trajectory after applying the JPDAF algorithm with 500
particles for finding the position of each mobile target.

Fig. 9. A model used to describe the behaviour of additive noises by changing the distance
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Fig. 10. The obtained trajectory for the reference robot using the fuzzy controller
The above figure justifies this fact that the reference robot has been directed to the
geometrical placement of the targets’ mass centre. Additionally, the simulation is run for
situations in which the reference robot is fixed and, also, mobile with an arbitrary trajectory,
without applying the control scheme. Fig. 11 shows tracking results using each of the abovementioned strategies. Also, tables 11 & 12 present the estimated tracking error for all cases.
Simulation results show the better tracking performance after applying the control strategy.
In other words, because the controller directs the reference robot to a path in which the sum
of the distance to other robots is minimal, the tracking algorithm is able to find other robots’
position much better than the case in which the reference robot is fixed. In addition, when
the reference robot is moving without any special plan, or, at least, its movement is
completely independent from other robots’ movement, the tracking performance appears
much worse. The above-mentioned evidence shows that the effect of the additive noise’s
variance is so much that the reference robot has completely lost the trajectory of the target
shown in Fig. 11 (c). In this case, using the control strategy has caused the reference robot to
be placed in a position equally far from other robots and, therefore, the effect of the additive
noise weakens. The most important advantage of our proposed approach compared with
other methods suggested in the literature for observer trajectory planning (Singh et al., 2007)
is that the fuzzy controller can be used in an online mode while recent approaches are more
applicable in offline themes. The aforementioned benefit causes our approach to be easily
applied to many real topics such as robot rescue, simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), etc.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 11. Tracking results for various situations of the reference robot (fixed, mobile with and
without a controller)
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Robot Number

Fixed Ref. Robot

Mobile Ref. Robot

Ref. Robot With
Controller

1

0.024857

0.077568

0.005146

2

0.883803

0.821963

0.005236

3

0.009525

0.025623

0.009882

Table. 11. Tracking errors of estimating xt for various situations of the reference robot
Robot Number

Fixed Ref. Robot

Mobile Ref. Robot

Ref. Robot With
Controller

1

0.010591

0.02129

0.004189

2

62.54229

57.06329

0.013196

3

0.023677

0.034152

0.018124

Table. 12. Tracking errors of estimating yt for various situations of the reference robot

6. Conclusion
This paper dealt with the problem of multi-robot tracking taken into account as one of the
most important topics in robotics. The JPDAF algorithm was presented for tracking multiple
moving objects in a real environment. Then, extending the aforementioned algorithm to
robotics application was discussed. To enhance the quality of tracking, different motion
models were introduced along with a simple near constant velocity model. Proposing a new
approach for observer trajectory planning was the key part of this paper where it was
shown that because of some problems such as increasing the variance of the additive noise
by increasing the distance between targets and the reference robot, the tracking performance
may be corrupted. Therefore, a fuzzy controller was proposed to find an optimal trajectory
for the reference robot so that the effect of the additive noise is minimized. Simulation
results presented in the paper confirmed the efficiency of the proposed fuzzy control
approach in enhancing the quality of tracking.
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